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H I G H L I G H T S

• For picosecond pulsed laser process-
ing of Zn, material removal occurs by
thermal ablation.

• Two morphologically-distinct abla-
tion regimes are found, partitioned at
a fluence level of 10 J/cm2.

• Laser processing of polycrystalline
zinc at 515 nm with a picosecond
laser source leads to laser induced
preferential crystal orientation
(LIPCO).
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A B S T R A C T

Bulk polycrystalline pure zinc is ablated in air using a picosecond laser source to perform single pulse and
multi-pulse processing at a wavelength of 515 nm. The geometries and surface morphologies of the resulting
craters are determined by confocal laser scanning microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. Further,
the ablation threshold and its corresponding incubation coefficient is determined from the ablated volume
for multiple laser pulses. Two different thermal ablation regimes are identified. The single pulse ablation
thresholds are found to equal 0.1 J/cm2 and 0.68 J/cm2 respectively for the two regimes. It is found that
the incubation coefficients are larger than unity, indicating material removal becomes energy expensive for
multiple pulse laser irradiation. It is also found that an irradiated area undergoes laser induced preferred
crystal orientation.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Ultrashort pulsed laser sources can be used to texture the surface
of materials precisely and accurately via laser ablation [1]. When a
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laser beam with sufficiently high intensity impinges on a metal sur-
face, structural modification occurs as a result of photo-thermal and
photo-mechanical processes [2]. Alongside material removal, the laser
irradiated surface morphology can result in improved surface func-
tionalities e.g. for tribological and optical applications [3]. Generally,
laser irradiation conditions vary depending on the goal of the pro-
cessing. That is, different processing parameters, e.g. pulse duration,
pulse energy, pulse repetition rate, wavelength, polarization, fluence,
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angle of incidence, intensity profile, ambient medium, and sample
thickness, result in qualitatively different ablation mechanisms [4]. In
the case of Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), the ablated
plume and plasma is of interest and therefore, the associated pro-
cessing parameters are generally non-normal angle of incidence (AOI)
and nanosecond pulse durations, conducted in a vacuum atmosphere
[5]. Thereby, the resulting surface structure becomes asymmetric. As
another example, for synthesizing different kinds of nanoparticles,
laser processing is done under liquid environment such that parti-
cles are formed by ablation and hydrodynamic processes involved
in Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquid (PLAL) [6]. As such, the resulting
surface structures are not well defined. In contrast, functional sur-
face texturing negates ablated mass as debris and focuses only on the
resulting surface structures both in size and shape, where the most
primitive geometric shape is essentially a point or a spot. Moreover,
a recent work highlights the complexities of laser-induced crater for-
mation and morphology as well as the application to understand the
formation and evolution of celestial bodies [7].

Zinc is one of the most widely used metals in modern applications
[8]. Among other metals, zinc stands out as having a low melting
point and, high vapor pressure as well as a hcp crystal structure with
high c/a ratio [8]. Short and ultrashort pulsed laser processing of zinc
is mainly studied in the framework of nanoparticle generation under
liquid film [9-11]. Due to the low melting point of Zn, most work in
ultrashort pulse regimes is focused at 800 nm wavelength, where the
absorptivity of Zn is at its maximum, to study fundamental aspects of
laser material interaction [12-14]. However, (ultra) short pulsed laser
irradiation of Zn, with pulse durations ranging from fs to ns, is mainly
reported in literature dealing with LIBS due to the abundant pres-
ence of zinc in nature as alloys and compounds. For example, Cabalin
et al. reported the plasma threshold fluence to be 0.91 J/cm2 for a
5 ns pulse at a wavelength of 532 nm. The laser treated surface of Zn
has been reported in connection to a variety of material properties,
such as electrical resistivity [15], crystallite size [16], lattice defects
[17] and hardness [18], up to a certain number of pulses at a fixed
fluence value for 6 ns laser pulses at a wavelength of 532 nm in vac-
uum. Only Butt et al. [17] processed in focus with a normally incident
beam (97.2 J/cm2), while others [15,18,16] processed at 2.5 cm below
the focus with an AOI of 45◦ to the target normal at a fluence value
of 4.24 J/cm2. The latter is common in LIBS [19]. Moreover, Butt et al.
found that crystallography plane < 002 > and < 004 > are prefer-
entially orientated under multiple laser pulse irradiation [16]. While
longer wavelengths result in higher rates of nanoparticle generation
for metals [20], it lowers the ablation rate from a material process-
ing point view [21]. Further, in the case of Zn, both ablation rate
and nanoparticle generation has been reported to scale down with a
decrease in wavelength [20]. Generally for metals, this phenomenon
is attributed to the optical penetration depth and absorption of the
laser energy by laser-induced plasma, both of which are functions of
laser wavelength [21]. However, the results of LIBS and PLAL cannot
be easily translated for surface texturing because the size and shape
of the ablated area is non-uniform and/or lacks symmetry.

With the aim of determining an understanding of laser mate-
rial interaction for surface texturing of Zn, in this work, we present
the laser ablation fluence threshold and incubation in the thermal
ablation regime of polycrystalline zinc processed with a picosecond
pulsed laser source at a wavelength of 515 nm in air. We investi-
gate the ablated surface morphology in order to identify possible
ablation mechanisms responsible for the resulting surface structures
at different fluence levels and/or number of pulses. Furthermore,
the threshold fluence is derived for multiple laser pulse irradia-
tions at a 515 nm wavelength in the picosecond regime with the
associated incubation coefficient in energy penetration depth and
threshold fluence. In addition, we report, for the first time, laser
induced preferential crystal orientation of polycrystalline zinc by a
picosecond laser source at a wavelength of 515 nm.

2. Experimental

2.1. Laser setup

Laser ablation, without gas shielding or extraction, was con-
ducted under ambient conditions using a TruMicro 5050 diode
pumped thin disk Yb:YAG pulsed (t = 6.7 ps) laser source (Trumpf
GmbH, Germany). A maximum average power of 50 W at a maxi-
mum pulse frequency of 400 kHz characterizes the set-up and the
beam shows a nearly Gaussian power density profile (M2 ≤ 1.3).
The second harmonic wavelength of 515 nm generated by frequency
doubling (SHG) was used in this work. The laser processed areas
were achieved by manipulating the focused laser beam (fixed focal
length of 100 mm relative to the original surface) normally across
the sample surface with an IntelliScan14 galvo-scanner (ScanLab
GmbH, Germany), equipped with a telecentric F-theta-Ronar lens
(Linos GmbH, Germany). The pulse repetition rate was 8 kHz. The
focal spot (1/e2) radius y0 is 11.9 ± 1.6lm, with an ellipticity ≈0.78,
as measured using a MicroSpot Monitor (Primes GmbH, Germany).
A half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter were used to con-
trol the laser energy irradiating the sample surface. For these studies,
the laser pulse energy was maximum 74.0 lJ and minimum 2.25 lJ,
as measured with a PM30 with FieldMax II pyroelectric detector
(Coherent, USA) with an accuracy greater than 92%. The individual
pulse energy was calculated by dividing the measured average power
by the pulse repetition rate. For ensuring statistical significance, 21
craters were created for each set of laser parameters. In the case of
multiple pulse ablation, the delay between sequential pulses for a
given crater location equals 4.65 ms, at the given repetition rate and
a beam scanning velocity of 1 m/s. Geometrically this translates to a
spacing between pulses (and thus craters) greater than 125 lm. This
ensured enough time for the sample to “cool down” before the next
pulse impinges on the surface. Single and multiple pulses (up to 40)
were performed. No thermal effects from the surrounding craters
were visible in post analysis of the samples.

2.2. Material

Cast zinc ingots having a composition 99.7 wt% Zn, 0.3 wt% Al,
as typically used for galvanizing processes, were used in this study.
The ingots were sectioned and mounted in a conductive Bakelite
resin prior to the laser ablation experiments to ensure the samples
were flat. Thereafter, the samples were grinded and polished follow-
ing standard preparation procedures [22]. The microstructure of the
material can be characterized as being equiaxed at around 200 lm.
The polished surface prior to laser processing was characterized by
confocal laser microscopy and found to have an average roughness
(Sa) not greater than 30 nm.

2.3. Analysis tools

The laser-induced surface profiles (“craters ”) were measured
using a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM), (VK-9700 of
Keyence Corporation, Japan). The resolution of CLSM measure-
ments was 276 nm laterally and 1 nm vertically. The sample after
laser processing was inspected using an optical microscope (Leica
DMRX, Leica Microsystems, Germany) in reflected polarized light
microscopy mode. The morphologies of the ablated areas (craters)
were analyzed by a field emission Scanning Electron Microscope
(FE-SEM), (JSM-7200F of Jeol, Japan). The electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) measurements were performed with the same
SEM at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV using an EBSD system from
HKL (Oxford Instruments, UK) with a Nordlys II EBSD camera. Zinc
hcp (space group 194, 6/mmm) with a lattice parameter of 2.664 Å
was used for indexing the crystallographic phase. Post-processing
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of the EBSD maps were performed using an open-source toolbox
“MTex” for MATLAB [23].

3. Results and discussion

In the following, the morphological study of the ablated crater is
discussed, followed by a calculation of the fluence ablation thresh-
old and incubation coefficient based on CLSM measurements of the
ablated craters. Where appropriate, the results of this work using a

wavelength of 515 nm are compared with the results of Zn processed
at the fundamental wavelength of 1030 nm as reported elsewhere
[22]. Finally, observations on the crystallography of ablated craters,
based on EBSD measurements, are presented.

3.1. Morphological analyses

Fig. 1 shows SEM micrographs of the resulting craters for a
range of peak laser fluence levels ranging from F0 = 1.05 J/cm2

Fig. 1. Bird’s-eye SEM micrographs of zinc surfaces irradiated under different process conditions. The rows reveal a series of craters generated at a constant peak fluence F0, while
the columns show different pulse numbers (N = 1 (left), 10 (middle) and 40 (right). The dimensions of the craters (Diameter, d and maximum depth, h) correspond to CLSM
measurements on the same craters. The dashed curve represents 86% beam diameter, while the dotted curve depicts 99% beam diameter. All images are in same scale.
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to 34.38 J/cm2 (row-wise) and for a varying number of pulses for
N = 1, 10 and 40 (column-wise). The laser beam radius at 86%
and 99% of peak intensity is shown by the dashed and dotted curves
respectively. With the exception of the angular orientation of the
elliptical beam, the same elliptical beam profile is used in all micro-
graphs. Although melty surface features are omnipresent within the
range of our experimental conditions, the extent of surface modi-
fication strongly depends on the applied fluence and/or number of
pulses. At the lowest fluence and number of pulses (column 1, row 1),
jets with spherical endings dominate the crater center, with micro-
and nano-protrusions at the edge (see also Fig. 2 (a)). This indicates
“foaming” of the molten surface, leading to complex structures like
jets and protrusions as explained by Ionin et al. [24]. At the edge of

the crater, the presence of bubble bursts indicates that phase explo-
sion, as well as explosive boiling happens at these conditions [25]
(see also Fig. 2 (a)). Moreover, nano-roughness analogous to striae
(stretch marks) surrounds the crater boundary as can be observed in
Fig. 2 (a). These striae result from the subsurface melting of Zn under-
neath the naturally formed oxide layer on top of bulk zinc [26]. Pores
within the region of nano-roughness suggests subsurface boiling. At
the lowest fluence F0 = 1.05 J/cm2, the surface modification occurs
within the 1/e2 beam radius with micro- and nano-protrusions. For
single pulse processing (N = 1), increasing the pulse energy causes
surface modification outside the 86% beam radius and up to 99%
beam radius due to the increase in intensity along the “tails” of the
Gaussian profile of the laser beam. At F0 = 1.05 J/cm2, the small

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of various craters developed during laser processing of a polished zinc surface. (a) Crater processed at N = 1, F0 = 1.05 J/cm2 featuring spherically-
ended jets in the center of the crater and nano-roughness (striae) at the periphery (tilted 70◦), (b) crater processed at N = 1, F0 = 34.38 J/cm2 featuring flat crater bottom and
ripples with crest (tilted 70◦), (c) flat melt area around the crater rim at N = 20, F0 = 34.38 J/cm2 (tilted 70◦), (d) splash fingers over the crater rim at N = 20, F0 = 34.38 J/cm2

(top view).
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of crater dimension as a function of incident number of laser pulses N and peak fluence F0; (a) diameter and (b) maximum depth.

flat area (disk) in the center of the crater (see Fig. 1 column 1, row
1), starts to grow in diameter with increasing fluence as the plasma
plume exerts a pressure over the melt. Therefore, the melt is pushed
towards the edge, resulting in ripples with crests (see Fig. 1 column 1,
rows 2, 3 and, 4). At 34 J/cm2, the plume grows big enough to demon-
strate melt expulsion within 1/e2 beam radius (see Fig. 1 column 1,
row 4), see also Fig. 2 (b). In this figure, it can be observed that the
thin molten film over the surface experiences a pressure gradient
from the plasma driving the melt towards the edge of the crater. The
shear at the interface between the molten film and plasma causes
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [16,26]. Since the heat conduction time
scale1 is smaller or comparable to the visco-capillary time scale2 as
well as the flow time scale3, the melt instabilities are solidified dur-
ing the development phase as can be seen in Fig. 2 (b). Therefore, a
flat crater bottom surrounded by ripples with crests is visible as a
result of rapid solidification of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves propagating
in the radial direction. The crack visible in this figure was present on
the surface prior to laser processing. Also, redeposited nanoparticles,
possibly from plume condensation [27], can be observed at the cen-
ter of the crater. Remarkably, surface structures, as seen in Fig. 2 (a)
are present between the 86% and 99% beam radii. This suggests that
the energy (density) in the laser beam at the tail-ends of the beam
profile is high enough to induce comparable surface modification at
F0 = 1.05 J/cm2 as at high fluence levels such as F0 = 34.38 J/cm2.

As can be concluded from the inset texts in Fig. 1, as well as from
Fig. 3, the maximum depth (h) and the average diameter (d), deter-
mined from the CLSM measurements, increases proportionally with
both the applied laser fluence (F0) as well as the pulse repetitions
(N), without showing any saturation along the ablated diameter or
depth. Also, ellipticity in the crater shape becomes more pronounced
with increasing laser fluence and/or number of pulses, which can be
attributed to the ellipticity of the laser spot (measured as 13.23 lm
and 10.36 lm along the major and minor axes respectively). Melt
expulsion, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), becomes visible in the form of
frozen waves from F0 > 2.5 J/cm2. It indicates that the ablated plume
is present long enough to exert pressure on the melt, resulting in
rapid solidification during melt movement, as has also been reported

1 L2qCp/k, where L, q, Cp , and k are a characteristic length scale, density, heat
capacity, and heat conductivity respectively.

2 Ll/s , where l, and s are viscosity and surface tension respectively.
3 lL2/(Pave • hmelt), where Pave and hmelt are the plasma pressure and the melt

thickness respectively.

for other materials and pulse durations [28,29]. With the increase in
laser fluence and/or number of pulses, the interaction between the
molten film and the plume results in different hydrodynamic insta-
bilities. Ripples with crests for N = 1 (Fig. 2 (a)) evolve to splats
with “fingers ”(Fig. 2 (d)) for higher number of pulses at the cen-
ter of the crater. With increasing fluence, these fingers “stack” over
each other in an apparent alternating manner as shown in Fig. 2 (d).
As the edge of the accelerating Kelvin-Helmholtz waves becomes
unstable, this results in finger-like shapes due to Rayleigh-Taylor
instability [26,30]. The spherical finger-tips can detach from the fin-
gers and redeposit as micrometric spheres around the crater as a
result of Rayleigh-plateau instability [26,31] (see Fig. 2 (b), (c) and
(d)). It is observed empirically that, as soon as the maximum depth
of the craters exceeds 4 lm, the presence of micrometric droplets
around the crater increases with increasing crater depth (see Fig. 1 in
Ref. [32]). If the maximum depth of the craters is larger than 8.5 lm
(see Fig. 2 in Ref. [32]), a drilling effect is observed in the ablated
surface (see Fig. 1 column 3, rows 2, 3, 4 and column 2, row 4). Ulti-
mately, a rim around the crater is formed by well defined stacked
splash fingers through melt expulsion at high number of laser pulses
and/or fluence levels (see Fig. 2 (d)). Similar structures were also
observed by Butt et al. [16] for N = 50 with ns laser pulses. We show
here that such surface features are also present in the ps regime for
N > 10. The crater rim is surrounded by a flat melt region around the
edge (see Fig. 2 (c)). Particle redeposition occurs outside this flat melt
area. Similar “halo” like features were also observed for Zn processed
at 1030 nm [22]. The size of the particles decreases with the distance
from the flat melt area, since bigger particles result from splat fin-
gers, whereas smaller particles result from the condensation of the
ablation plume. Although crater shapes are reported to deviate from
the Gaussian shape at high peak fluence levels at a wavelength of
1030 nm [22], within the boundaries of our experimental conditions,
craters are always Gaussian shaped.

3.2. Fluence ablation threshold

In this study, the threshold fluence, above which material
removal occurs, is calculated based on the measured ablated volume
from the CLSM data. The ablated volume per pulse, for an ellip-
tical laser beam with Gaussian intensity distribution, is expressed
as [33,34]

DV =
1
4

•p •ymaj •ymin •dV
e

•

[
ln

(
F0

FV
th

)]2

, (1)
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where ymaj and ymin are the laser beam radius (1/e2) along the
major and minor axes respectively, dV

e is a fit parameter for energy
penetration depth and FV

th is a fit parameter for threshold fluence.
F0 = (2 • Ep)/(p •ymaj •ymin) is the peak fluence related to pulse
energy Ep. Fig. 4 (a) shows the ablated volume per pulse from the
CLSM measurements of the craters developed in this work. Each
data point in this figure is an average of 7 to 15 craters. Two dif-
ferent ablation regimes can be observed for fluence levels above
and below 10 J/cm2 numbered I and II. The solid and dashed curves
in Fig. 4 (a) represents the nonlinear least squared fit of Eq. (1)
with ymaj = 13.23lm and ymin = 10.36 l m, which were mea-
sured using Primes FocusMonitor (see Section 2.1), for F0 ≤ 10 J/cm2

and F0 > 10 J/cm2 respectively. Data points showing higher abla-
tion rate for N < 5, F0 ≤ 5 J/cm2 is due to the presence of an
oxide layer on the sample surface [22]. This is also reflected in
Fig. 4 (b) and (c) for N = 1 as a different slope is observed,
especially in the low fluence regime. Although the curves in both
the regimes in Fig. 4 (a) are quadratic, the volume ablation rate is
higher in regime II than in I. Moreover, threshold fluences increase
with increasing N indicating damage and/or heat accumulation from
multi-pulse irradiation.

Table 1
Single pulse ablation thresholds and incubation coefficients calculated empirically for
the two regimes identified within the thermal ablation regime for laser processing of
zinc with a wavelength 515 nm and pulse duration of 6.7 ps.

Ablation regime Fth(1) f d(1) fd
[J/cm2] [–] [nm] [–]

I 0.1 ± 0.03 1.06 ± 0.09 54 ± 9 1.11 ± 0.05
II 0.68 ± 0.36 1.29 ± 0.16 172 ± 80 1.33 ± 0.15

The incubation in fluence thresholds and penetration depths for
both the regimes are plotted in Fig. 4 (b) and (c) respectively, using
the most cited non-physical power relation [35]

N • Fth(N) = Fth(1)Nf , (2)

where f is the incubation coefficient. In the case of an expression for
the incubation of the penetration depth, Fth (in Eq. (2)) is replaced
with de [22]. The resulting values are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 4. (a) Ablated volume per pulse DV versus peak fluence F0 for a series of craters. The least squared fits according to Eq. (1) are given by the dashed and dotted lines in regime
I and II respectively. Inset shows schematics of craters processed at N = 40, drawn to scale, for respective regimes. (b) Logarithmic plot of accumulated threshold fluence, N • Fth

versus laser pulse number (N). The dashed and dotted curves represent least squared fits of Eq. (2) for regimes I and II respectively. (c) Accumulated energy penetration depth
versus laser pulse number, N in a logarithmic plot. The dashed and dotted curves depict least squared fits according to Eq. (2) for the regimes identified as I (F0 < 10 J/cm2) and II
(F0 > 10 J/cm2). The error bars are not visible since they are masked by the size of data-points.
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As can be concluded from Table 1, the average ablation thresh-
old in regime II is about 7 times higher than regime I, whereas the
average penetration depth increases three-fold for the high fluence
regime. Nevertheless, both regimes retain an incubation coefficient
greater than unity implying that material removal becomes energy
expensive for additional laser pulses during multiple pulse laser irra-
diation. However, the degree of uncertainty in determining Fth, de

and their corresponding incubation coefficients is remarkably higher
for regime II when compared to regime I. This indicates that Eq.
(1) cannot describe the experimental data in regime II with high
degree of confidence. In comparison to the threshold values reported
for 1030 nm [22], a two-fold decrease in laser wavelength results
in a proportional decrease in threshold fluence in regime I, while
the absorptivity drops by 42% from 1030 nm to 515 nm. However,
regime II shows a striking difference when comparing 1030 nm and
515 nm data. While the trend in the volume ablation rate becomes
less linear in regime II for 1030 nm, an increase in ablation rate is
observed for 515 nm. The melt dynamics therefore play a critical role
in regime II. The latter is also reflected in the rim formation around
the crater. Fig. 5 shows the rim volume for zinc surfaces processed
at wavelengths of 515 nm and 1030 nm for 10, 20 and 30 pulses. In
all cases, the rim volume increases exponentially with increasing flu-
ence. It can be observed that the rim volume increases more rapidly
in regime II than regime I for both the wavelengths investigated.
Empirically, it was found that the rim volume, regardless of the abla-
tion regime, increases with peak fluence and number of pulses as

Vrim(N) = a • F(1+b • N)
0 , (3)

where a is constant and b is a scaling factor, found to equal 0.0254
for Zn irrespective of laser wavelength.

To verify single pulse threshold fluence, the most widely used D2-
method [36-38] was employed for N = 1. Under the assumption
of ideal ablation behavior with a perfect Gaussian beam profile, the
threshold fluence is found to equal Fth(1) = 0.11±0.01 J/cm2 which
is in good agreement with the estimated values from the ablated
volume in Table 1. Similar conclusions, as found for the volume

method, can also be drawn in the case of ablated depth, where two
regimes with different ablation rate and increment of required abla-
tion threshold per pulse are observed. The ablation depth per pulse,
or ablation rate L is given by [36,39]

L = de • ln
(

F0

Fth

)
. (4)

Using a similar approach employed by Hashida et al. [36], the average
ablation rate over 40 pulses is plotted against peak fluence in Fig. 6.
For comparison, data for Zn processed with 80 fs, 800 nm wavelength
laser pulses, taken from [36], as well as with 6.7 ps, 1030 nm wave-
length laser pulses, taken from [22], are also plotted in the same
graph. Hashida et al. showed that there exists three regimes (only
two are shown in Fig. 6) within their experimental conditions and the
slope for the corresponding regimes increases with increasing flu-
ence [36]. The intermediate and higher fluence regime of their work,
plotted in Fig. 6, shows optical (Ld) and thermal (Lk) penetration
depth regimes for 80 fs laser pulses for N > 128 and N < 128 respec-
tively (at k = 800 nm). In contrast, the ablation rate at 515 nm
in regime I (Lk1) has a similar slope as Lk but with half the energy
requirement than the latter. Note that, the pulse duration in this
work (6.7 ps) is two orders of magnitude larger than the pulse dura-
tion employed by Hashida et al. [36]. For the high fluence regime Lk2,
the higher ablation rate results from a two-fold increase in penetra-
tion depth and a four-fold increase in threshold fluence. In contrast to
processing with 1030 nm, processing Zn with 515 nm shows a two-
fold increase in ablation rate in regime I and three-fold increase in
regime II. Also the ablation threshold energy increases by a factor
of 1.5 and 3.15 for regimes I and II respectively. This indicates that,
for F0 > 10 J/cm2 in particular, a higher energy penetration depth
and subsequently higher ablation threshold results from the complex
interaction of material properties and surface state.

Fig. 5. Volume of the rim around the crater processed at 515 nm (green) and 1030 nm (red) as a function of peak laser fluence F0 for N = 10, 20 and 30.
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Data for 1030 nm was taken from Ref. [22], where the red dashed curve represents thermal ablation regime I. Data for 800 nm (black data points) was taken from Ref. [36], where
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3.3. Crystallography

To investigate the possible influences (strongly correlated to crys-
tal structure) of laser irradiation on Zn, polarizing microscopy was
performed on a series of craters. An example shown in Fig. 7 (a).
The results indicate a possible crystal reorientation within the irra-
diated zone. Therefore, EBSD measurements were performed on the
processed sample to investigate the crystal orientation of the laser
processed areas and surrounding areas in more detail. Since the EBSD
measurement is carried out at a tilt angle of 70◦, deep(er) craters con-
tain more zero solutions due to partial shadowing by the crater wall.
Also, shallow(er) craters with microprotrusions covering the maxi-
mum irradiated area (see e.g. Fig. 2 (a)) renders unreliable results.
Therefore, EBSD measurements were carried out for N = 1 and
F0 > 7 J/cm2 at k = 515 nm, where the craters possess flattened
crater bottoms and shallow depths.

In Fig. 7 (b), the EBSD mapping of a typical ablated crater and its
surrounding is shown. Clearly, the crystal orientation of the crater
is different from its parent grain. It was found that at a low laser
fluence, resulting in a crater with a flat crater bottom, crystal reori-
entation happens only at the center of the crater where the fluence
is high. As the flat melt region expands from the center of the crater
with increasing fluence, so does the area in which the crystal reorien-
tated. It was found that for every parent grain orientation, apart from
< 1̄21̄0 >, the laser modified area always tends to a preferential
growth along the < 0001 > plane. The reorientation angle between
the modified area and parent grain is always greater than or equal
to 90◦. In cases where the parent grain is in the < 1̄21̄0 > plane,
the reorientation angle is less than 5◦. To our knowledge, this is the
first time laser induced preferential crystal orientation (LIPCO) has
been reported. However, as can be observed from Fig. 7, the polishing
scratches, present on the surface prior to laser processing, also result
in directionally preferential crystallographic reorientation behavior.
Moreover, we also observed laser induced preferential crystal ori-
entation (LIPCO) while processing Zn and Zn-coated steel at other
wavelengths (see Section 1.3 in Ref. [32])).

Laser material interaction is a complex phenomenon, given the
large number of variables affecting the results. In our study, we found

that crystal structure of the laser irradiated Zn surface follows a uni-
directional growth of crystals along the basal plane. To pin-point one
reason for this phenomenon or a few is hard, because the final mor-
phology not only depends on the growth kinetics of crystals (growth
velocity along different axes, surface/interfacial energy, supersatu-
ration, impurity effects etc.), but also is a function of environment
(thermal gradients, heat flow effect, mechanical constraints) [40].
If the time between consecutive pulses is long enough, laser irra-
diated surface undergoes rapid solidification. Rapid solidification of
zinc results in preferential growth orientation [41,42], amorphous
structures [43,44], metastable states [45,46] and polymorph selec-
tion [44,47]. Lazenka and Shepelevich observed metastable phases in
zinc alloys for a cooling rate >105 K/s [45]. While no experimental
proof has been found, amorphous structures and polymorph selec-
tion were estimated by Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations by
several other authors [43,44,47]. For pure zinc (> 99%), Blake and
Smith achieved rapid solidification through splat cooling in relation
with other metals, and they found that hcp metals show the great-
est degree of preferred orientation [41]. Laine and Lähteenmäki also
observed preferred orientation in Cd, which has higher c/a ratio as Zn
[48]. They also observed a gradual decrease in the degree of preferred
orientation from the surface to the bulk. Akdeniz, Reid and Wood
observed that textures developed during melt-spinning resulted in
ribbons with preferential orientation related to the purity of molten
zinc [42]. All these splat-cooling experiments claim cooling rates
DT > 105K/s. In line with experimental results, MD simulations pre-
dict that, crystals are formed for cooling rates in DT < 7.0 × 1011K/s,
metastable stages for 2.5 × 1012K/s > DT > 7.0 × 1011K/s,
and amorphous structures for DT > 2.5 × 1012K/s [43]. Debela
et al. found bond orientational ordering to be strongly correlated
with the crystallization process of supercooled Zn [44]. For laser
spot heating, Shibayanagi et al. observed similar preferential orien-
tation in cold-rolled pure Al plates near the irradiated spots [49].
Although they could confirm the presence of preferential orientation
through Monte-Carlo simulation, no physical explanation was pro-
vided. In case of high-energy beam treatment, preferential crystal
reorientation has been observed during ion bombardment by several
other authors [50,51] and many theories exist for this phenomenon.
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Fig. 7. (a) Polarizing microscope image of a crater processed at N = 1, F0 = 27 J/cm2. (b) EBSD mapping of the same crater with grain boundaries and their corresponding
crystal orientation. Inset shows the inverse pole figure.

One of the most-referred theories is based on minimum channel-
ing of incident ions. Crystal orientation with low index directions
aligned parallel to the ion beam direction allow deeper penetra-
tion or channeling of ions, whereas the non-channeling crystals are
selectively removed by the impact of high energy ions on the near-
surface region [50]. The resulting energy difference between the
undamaged channeling and damaged non-channeling grains leads
to a recrystallization-like process by shifting grain boundary to the
damaged non-channeling side [50]. For Cd, Marinov and Dobrev
observed preferential crystal reorientation after ion bombardment,
corresponding to the channeling direction [51]. Since photons are
massless, these theories does not correlate with the case of laser pro-
cessing. However, for laser shock peening, Ressèguier et al. observed
preferential crystal orientation for hcp Mg and was attributed to the
shock loading along axial orientation leading to spall fracture [52].
From the above analyses, we can propose the following explana-
tion for the possible physical mechanism driving the experimentally
observed preferential crystal orientation. When a crystal is grow-
ing, atoms are “added” to the crystal structure and the fastest
growth direction depends on the crystal structure. Crystal planes
with the lowest specific surface energies form the equilibrium shape
of crystals. Consequently, the most closed-packed planes possess
the lowest surface tensions, are typically flat in atomic arrange-
ments, and have low Miller indices. With this in mind, the basal
plane < 0001 > of Zn is energetically favorable for “easy” crystal
growth. Also, the high degree of anisotropy in Zn (c/a = 1.856)
results in higher growth speed along the a axis. Moreover, elastic
(Young’s and shear) moduli of Zn are lowest along basal plane and
shows cylindrical symmetry along the c axis [53], making it eas-
ier to deform under thermal and stress confinement during laser
ablation, as well as from the recoil pressure of the laser-induced
plasma plume. This is analogous to the channeling theory for pro-
cessing under focused ion beams [50]. Additional driving forces like
rapid solidification further help to promote the basal plane as the
final preferential orientation for grain growth morphology, through
heat diffusion and atomic mobility [54]. Therefore, it is likely that
LIPCO may originate from the stress induced (or relaxed) during the
complex process of ablation and rapid solidification, which might
also be triggered at other laser pulse durations. Detailed analy-
ses outside the scope of this study are required to investigate this
phenomenon further.

3.4. Discussion

The ablation characteristics of Zn in the picosecond regime at
a wavelength of 515 nm shows five main interesting observations
namely (i) oxide layer, (ii) energy penetration depth, (iii) plasma
hydrodynamics, (iv) error estimates related to rim formation and (v)
incubation coefficients. Each of these observations are discussed in
the following:

Firstly, the presence of an oxide layer affects the ablation mech-
anism for single pulse processing and low repetitions (pulse
numbers) in regime I as shown in Fig. 4. In real world scenarios,
oxide formation is unavoidable, due to rapid oxidation kinemat-
ics associated with zinc [55]. ZnO shows over 80% transparency
at a wavelength of 515 nm [56,57]. Native oxide layers over bulk
Zn thus act as a combination of transparent and partly absorbing
layers. Therefore, subsequent heat transport after the absorption
of the laser pulse leads to induced laser ablation of the oxide
layer rather than direct laser ablation [57]. Remarkably, the vol-
ume ablation rate is affected by the oxide layer at low fluence
levels (F0 < 3 J/cm2), especially for a low number of pulses
(see Fig. 4 (a)). It takes up to 5 pulses to overcome the effect of
oxide-induced laser ablation (see Fig. 4 (b) and (c)). Heise et al.
[57] measured the single pulse threshold fluence of ZnO at 10 ps,
532 nm laser pulse was measured to be 0.02 J/cm2 and 4.5 J/cm2

for absorbing and transparent substrates respectively. Since we
do not observe any “chip off” of oxide layers within our exper-
imental conditions, we assume that the decomposition of the
oxide layer happens simultaneously with the melt of bulk Zn.
Therefore, the deviation in volume ablation rate for F0 < 3 J/cm2

at N = 1 and 2 may be a consequence of the oxide layer.
Secondly, the total energy penetration depth (dtot) can be
expressed as the summation of optical penetration depth (dopt)
and ballistic electron penetration depth (dbal) [22]. Since the
optical heating happens within the skin layer [58], dtot can be
expressed as dtot = dskin + dbal, where dskin = 2dopt is the
skin depth. The theoretical dtot of 56 nm matches well with the
calculated penetration depth d(1) in regime I (see Table 1). There-
fore, the ablation process in regime I is dominated by the ballistic
electron generation. In regime II, a higher ablation threshold is
associated with larger energy penetration depth (see Table 1). The
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electronic diffusion length LC is a material property and estimates
the distance an electron travels before coupling to the lattice [59].
For Zn, LC is calculated to equal 187 nm. This indicates that, at high
fluence levels (F0 >10 J/cm2), more energy is transferred within
the material over the electronic diffusion length. That is, ballistic
electrons are generated over a larger volume.
Thirdly, regime II is greatly affected by the plasma plume hydro-
dynamics. The hydrodynamic characteristic length of the plasma
is given by lhp = vpt, where t is a time duration (e.g. pulse dura-
tion) and vp =

√
ckBTp/M is the plasma expansion velocity with an

adiabatic coefficient of ideal gas c, Boltzmann constant kB, plasma
temperature Tp and atomic mass M [60]. During the pulse (6.7 ps),
the hydrodynamic length is calculated to equal 10 nm, which
indicates that the possibility of plasma shielding of the laser
beam is unlikely. With increasing fluence, the dimensional char-
acteristics of the plasma plume changes from one dimensional
expansion along the axial direction (along the laser beam prop-
agation axis) to three dimensional expansion along the axial as
well as radial directions [61,62]. For craters processed at N = 1,
F0 = 34.38 J/cm2 (see Fig. 1 column 1, row 4 and Fig. 2 (b)),
the flat melt area extends over the 86% beam radius, which is
attributed to the recoil pressure of the plasma. At this length scale,
the plasma lifetime is estimated to be ∼10 ns from the hydrody-
namic length of the plasma lhp. As the crater gets deeper with
increasing number of pulses, plasma confinement becomes more
pronounced [61,60]. For instance, ablated craters become as deep
as 28 lm at N = 40, F0 = 10.6 J/cm2, which may very well lead
to enhanced material removal due to the fact that the confined
plasma plume either pushes the melt away from the center of the
crater or generates more energetic ablated plume particles that
promote further etching [63].
Fourthly, the influence of plasma hydrodynamics is also reflected
as large error estimates in the determined values of Fth and de

for regime II (see Table 1). As the spread in experimental data is
small (see Fig. 4 (a)), large error estimates imply that Eq. (1) alone
cannot account for the ablated volume in regime II. Moreover,
as the force on the melt due to plasma hydrodynamics becomes
dominant in rim formation, melt expulsion from the center of the
crater also becomes prominent and results in rim formation. For
regime II, rim volume increases sharply (see Fig. 5) suggesting
that the interaction between the plasma and the molten mate-
rial is long-lived. Therefore, enhanced energy coupling from the
ablated plume [58] may contribute significantly in the ablated
crater volume in addition to the physical phenomena described
in Eq. (1).
Fifthly, the average incubation coefficient (f) is greater than unity
in both the regimes, see Table 1. This means that each additional
pulse on the same spot requires more energy to ablate a similar
amount of material as the previous pulse. Generally, for metals,
f is less than unity indicating easier material removal with addi-
tional pulses [35]. To aid reasoning of this phenomenon, EBSD
measurement of the ablated craters was performed (see Fig. 7)
and revealed that the molten layer of the ablated crater undergoes
Laser-induced Preferred Crystal Orientation towards the basal
plane for all planes except < 1̄21̄0 >. Also, the bottom of the
crater becomes relatively smooth as the plasma recoil pressure
pushes the melt outwards. This would increase specular reflec-
tion of the modified surface. As a result of these factors, a small
melt depth leads to a superficial preferentially oriented area seg-
regated from the parent grain by a grain boundary. This indicates
that the heat transport of the absorbed part of the laser beam
is affected adversely leading to a higher energy requirement for
material ablation.

The technical use of the findings can be described as follows: the
morphological analyses shed light on the nanoparticle generation

and their size dependence with depth, as well as provide under-
standing on the melt dynamics and plasma plume effect on the final
morphology of the ablated surface. The threshold fluences and incu-
bation coefficients are one of the fundamental parameters required
for accurate processing of Zn and Zn-based coatings. LIPCO is also a
potentially important surface phenomenon when considering vari-
ous research and application sectors. To name a few, the knowledge
of individual crystals serves as the basis for understanding of the
polycrystalline properties of metals. Surface properties like extrac-
tion/ diffraction of electrons, contact catalysis, photoelectric and
thermionic emissions etc., are found to be dependent on the crys-
tal plane of the interacting surface [64]. Apart from its relevance
to such fundamental research, single crystals are also required for
monochromators and electron sources. More specifically, as regards
the applications of Zn-(alloy) coated steel, the crystallographic ori-
entation of the Zn layer has been reported to affect the mechanical
and tribological (micro-cracking, friction, wear, and galling) behav-
ior [65-67], corrosion resistance [68,69], oxide growth [70] and paint
and visual appearance [67], not to mention the wide-reaching appli-
cation of rolled bulk Zn products in construction; for example, as
roofing where wetting and corrosion properties may be tunable
through LIPCO and important for the development of self-cleaning
surfaces or enhanced corrosion resistance [68,69,71].

4. Conclusions

Picosecond pulsed processing of Zn at a wavelength of 515 nm
in the thermal regime reveals two distinctive ablation regimes. Due
to the fluence values used, the ablation process is mainly thermally
driven and results in molten surface structures. In regime I, defined
by a fluence ranging from 1 to 10 J/cm2, zinc ablation is governed
by ballistic (“hot ”) electron penetration depth and the lifetime of
ablation plume is short. In contrast, regime II, defined by a fluence
ranging from 10 to 35 J/cm2, shows clear indications of hydrody-
namic motion of the zinc melt, indicating a (relatively much) longer
plasma plume presence than regime I. Although the ablation rate is
doubled as the fluence is increased from regime I to II, the thresh-
old energy requirement experiences a fourfold increase. In regime
I, thermal ablation mechanism dominates the ablation process and
resulting surface structures. On the other hand, additional effects
from plasma hydrodynamics enhance the rate of ablation in regime
II at the cost of surface quality. In comparison with the earlier
published work using 1030 nm wavelength, the ablation rate of Zn
increases with decreasing wavelength. For multiple laser pulse irra-
diations, the incubation coefficient in both the ablation depth and
energy penetration depth is found to be greater than unity. This indi-
cates that each additional laser pulse at 515 nm wavelength requires
more energy to ablate a similar amount of volume than the previous
pulse. EBSD measurements revealed that the laser irradiated surface
undergoes laser induced preferential crystal orientation towards the
basal plane. This creates additional grain boundaries within the par-
ent grain and leads to a higher degree of incubation and subsequently
more energy requirement for ablation. Nevertheless, from a surface
modification point of view, Laser-induced Preferential Crystal Orien-
tation (LIPCO) may open doors to many interesting applications and
warrants further research.
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